Structural insight into the MC4R conformational changes via different agonist-mediated receptor signaling.
The melanocortin-4 receptor (MC4R) plays a key role in the regulation of food intake and body weight. Previous studies indicate that α-melanocyte stimulating hormone (α-MSH) binds to MC4R and activates three signal pathways (cAMP, calcium, and mitogen-activated protein kinase pathways), whereas MC4R synthetic agonist THIQ can activate only the cAMP pathway. The molecular basis of the MC4R responsible for different ligand-mediated signaling is unknown. We hypothesize that different MC4R agonists can stabilize different MC4R conformations and result in ligand-mediated signal transduction. In this study, we examined the effect of the MC4R conformational change in cAMP signaling pathways mediated by different agonists by cross-linking two transmembrane helices (TM3 and TM6). We generated and tested 11 single and 8 double mutations that are located at the end of TM3 and beginning of TM6 in MC4R. Our results indicate that (1) single or double mutations of the MC4R did not significantly alter cAMP production induced by NDP-MSH compared to that of wild-type MC4R except single mutation 243H (the mutation 243H significantly decreased cAMP production mediated by NDP-MSH or THIQ due to a low level of receptor expression at the cell surface), (2) the mutation 247H significantly decreased THIQ-mediated cAMP production but not NDP-MSH, and (3) the receptor cAMP signaling pathway activation by THIQ is blocked in the presence of Zn(2+) with the double mutation I150/242H but activation by NDP-MSH is not, suggesting that the activated conformation of MC4R mediated by NDP-MSH and THIQ is different. This study provides insight into the molecular basis of MC4R responsible for receptor signaling mediated by different agonists.